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What is an experiment? 

• Example : Pasteur (1882) : public proof of 

the immunity property of a new vaccine 

(Anthrax) :

• Prococol: random assignment of the 

vaccine in a herd of 50 sick sheeps

• Results:

– 25 sheeps vaccinated  all alive after 2 days

– 25 sheeps not vaccinated   all dead after 2 

days



What is an « economic » experiment? 

• Example 1 : Incentive to exercise
Charness & Gneezy (2009). Increntive to exercise. 

Econometrica,77(3),  909–931.

• Example 2: are women more generous than

men? 
Eckel & Grossman (1998). Are women less selfish than men ?: 

evidence from dictator experiments. Economic Journal, 108, 726-735.



Example 1 : Incentive to exercise
(Charness & Gneezy, Econometrica, 2009) 

• Two experiments on monetary incentives to exercise. 

• Experiment 1: 120 students (U. Chicago)

– Payment promise for 2 attendencies to the lab

(at a given date and a week later)

- All students hold a membership to the athletic facility

(included in the univ. fees)

- Participants sign consent to access their records of 

entries to the gym

- 40 subjects assigned to a control treatment

- 80 subjects assigned to the gym treatment



80 subjects assigned to the gym treatment

- Get 25$ if they go to the gym in the coming week

and return to the lab at the end to answer questions

- After returning to the lab one week later, participants 

randomly assigned to : 

- a) end of the experiment

- b) promise 100$ additional for going to the gym at least 

eight times during the 4 coming weeks (and come back 

to the lab after)



• Experiment 2: N = 168 undergrad. Students (U. 

California, San Diego)

- All participants paid $175 (first visit = $75, two later visits 

$50 each) people to show up 3 times (January, one month 

later, and five months later) for biometric tests.

- Group 1 (control): keep an exercise log for five weeks and 

complete a questionnaire. 

- Group 2 : required to go to the gym at least once in the 

next month

- Group 3 : required to go to the gym at least eight times 

in the next month. 

Measurement (all groups): height, weight, body fat 

percentage, waist, pulse, and blood pressure.



• HYPOTHESIS 0:

• Participants will visit the gym with the same

frequency after the incentives are removed as

before the incentives were introduced.

• HYPOTHESIS 1: (intrinsic) motivation crowding

out

Participants will visit the gym less frequently after

the incentives are removed as compared to before

the incentives were introduced.

• HYPOTHESIS 2: Habit formation

Participants will visit the gym more frequently after

the incentives are removed as compared to before

the incentives were introduced.



Results













Health improvement



Example 2: are women more generous than men? 

(Eckel & Grossman, Economic Journal, 1998).

• Protocol: dictator game. Participants randomly

assigned to the role of « sender » (S) or

« receiver » (R). S receives 10 monetary units

from the experimenter. R receives nothing. S can

send any amount between 0 and 10 to R .

• 140 student-subjects in the role of dictator (S)

(50% women): introductory classes in economics,

finance, sociology, accounting, psychology from

university of Arizona and Virginia Polytech.



• Material: dictators receive an enveloppe

containing 10 1$ bills.

• All dictators are in the same room and receivers 

are in another room. 

• All subjects received 5$ show-up fee (common 

knowledge).

• Task = dictators take as many dollar bills they 

want from their enveloppe, seal the enveloppe 

and drop it in a box. 



Results:
Women are 

more generous 

than men





Do the distributions differ according to the sample (university of Arizona vs 

Virginia Tech) ?  



• Example 1: field experiment

• Example 2 : lab experiment



Some specific « ingredients » of economic 

experiments

• Participants are real individuals (e.g. 

students, doctors, farmers, children, 

retired…)

• Participants get real incentives (e.g. 

money prizes, candy,…)

• Participants usually know that they are 

involved in an experiment (not for field

exp)



Menu of the introduction

1. Why is economics becoming an experimental 

science? 

2. Two Main types of experiments

3. Reasons for running experiments

4. Types of experiments

5. Control and external validity

6. Historical marks

7. Methodological issues

8. Some experimental findings about human 

behaviour



1. Why is economics becoming an 

experimental science? 

• Traditional opinion:

In contrast to chemists or biologists we cannot

perform controlled experiments, but like

astronomists, we are bound essentially to

« observe » Paul Samuelson (Nobel Prize winner 1970),

Economics (1985).

• Modern opinion:

• Will Economics Become an Experimental 

Science? Charles R. Plott (Southern Economic Journal, 1991)



Daniel 

Kahneman

Vernon Smith

«for having integrated insights 

from psychological research into

economic science, especially

concerning human judgment and 

decision-making under uncertainty

» 

« for having established laboratory

experiments as a tool in empirical

economic analysis, especially in the 

study of alternative market

mechanisms »

Nobel Prize in Economics, 2002



Elinor Ostrom (2009)

for "her analysis of 

economic governance, 

especially the commons”

Alvin Roth (2012)

for the 

theory of 

stable 

allocations 

and the 

practice of 

market 

design



• Most economic theories and models provide 

testable predictions

• Natural occuring data usually do not correspond 

to the data required for testing theories

• Experiments are useful for testing new 

instruments and policies

• Economics is partly a behavioral science (like 

psychology)



2.

TWO MAIN TYPES OF EXPERIMENTS



LEEM

Laboratory experiments

Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation

• Recruitment of subjects 

from a subject pool

• Subjects randomly 

allocated to roles

• Subjects read 

instructions and solve 

control questions

• Anonymous interaction; 

no deception

• Payment according to 

performance + show up 

feeGächter 

(Russia)



(Lab in the) field 

experiments



A field experiment on provision of a club good with farmers of the region of Kairouan (Tu)

Daly Bchir



A field experiment on risk-taking and cooperation in Arequipa (Peru) 



A field experiment on risk-perception and risk-taking in the region of Yogyakarta (Indonesia)



3. Reasons for running experiments

(A. Roth, 1988)

1. Testing theory

2. Exploring new hypotheses (producing facts)

3. « Whispering to the ears of the Princes »

 Teaching economics



A more detailed list of reasons 

Nine reasons for doing economics experiments (from Vernon Smith.)

1. Test or select between theories.

2. Explore the cause(s) of a theory’s apparent failure.

3. When a theory succeeds, explore extreme portions of the parameter 

space to “stress” test the model and identify the edges of its validity.

4. Compare institutions.

5. Compare environments.

6. Establish empirical regularities as a basis for a new theory.

7. Evaluate policy proposals.

8. Use the lab as a testbed for institutional design.

9. Use the lab to evaluate new products.



4. Types of economic experiments

Taxonomy by Carpenter, Harrison & List (2005) : 

ingredients of an experiment

• the nature of the subject pool,

• the nature of the information and experience 

that the subjects bring to the task,

• the nature of the commodity,

• the nature of the task or institutional rules 

applied,

• the nature of the environment that the subject 

operates in.



(I) Conventional laboratory experiment

• Standard subject pool : randomly selected, 
…

• Inexperienced with the good or task

• artefact

• Abstract rule or task

• Laboratory environment : (ex : interactions 
through a computer network)

Objective : experimental control, usually 
theory testing



• (II) artefactual field experiment

Identical to conventional lab-experiment but with a non-standard 

subject-pool (e.g. farmers, traders, CEO, children …)

• (III) framed field experiment

Same as a artefactual field experiment but with field context in either 

the commodity, task, or information set that the subjects can use.

• (IV) Natural field experiment

Same as a framed field experiment but where the environment is 

one where the subjects naturally undertake these tasks and 

where the subjects do not know that they are in an experiment



Field study : the researcher collects data that 

already exists (naturally produced).

Natural field experiment : the researcher 

participates in the production of data that 

does not yet exist (ex: conditional cash transfer 

programs)

Natural (or randomized) field experiment vs 

field study



• Objective of the field experiment: answering 

a counterfactual question : 

– What would have happened to those involved in 

the treatment without the treatment

– What would have happened to those not 

involved in the treatment if they had been 

involved ? 

• Not possible to answer directly, but we can 

construct a method to answer indirectly

• Ex ante vs ex post comparison: not 

satisfactory

• Randomization (Fisher, 1919)



Randomization (Fisher, 1919)

Ex: yield improvement with new fertilizer

Treatment effect: t = yi1 - yi0 (individual i)

yi1 : value of indicator with new fertilizer  (treatment 1)

yi0 : value of indicator with conventional fertilizer (treatment 0)

Problem: Missing couterfactual. i can be observed only in one 

condition (1 or 0). 

Solution: comparing different plots with randomized treatments



• Randomized field experiments (RFE) : “the Gold 

Standard” of evaluation (OECD)

• Example : Pasteur (1882) : public proof of the 

immunity property of a new vaccine (Anthrax) :

• Key : random assignment to control group (no 

vaccine) or to test group (vaccine)

Natural (or randomized) field experiments



Design : two (or more) sub-groups within the 

studied population : Control and Test

• Control group : behaves as the group 

exposed to the test would have behaved 

without the test

• Test group : reacts (or not) to the test

Impact : Difference between the test and the 

control group



Control: Extend to which the researcher can 

manipulate the environment  and choose the 

treatments variables 

- Laboratory experiments : high control

- (Lab in the field) experiments : lower control, but 

control over treatments

- RFE : no control over the environment, but control 

over treatments

- Natural occuring data : no control

5. Control and validity



Validity

Internal validity 

ability to establish causality based on 
observed correlation between facts. 

External validity 

ability to generalize the relationships found in 
an experiment outside the lab (e.g., other  
persons,  times  and  settings).



Is there a tradeoff ? 

Natural 

data (field 

study)

Laboratory 

exp

Control

Low High

RFE

Validity
internal : high

external : low

Internal : low

external : high



Selection bias

• “Plots of ground do not respond to anticipated treatments 

of fertilizer, nor can they excuse themselves from being 

treated.” (Heckman, 1992)

• Social experiments  agricultural experiments

• Subjects react to anticipated (perceived) treatments

• Subjects select themselves into experiments or treatments

Example: eliciting patience in a student population (the 

impatient are the most likely to skip the test)



Illustration of the selection bias

Treatment effect for i: t = yi1 - yi0 

The true density of the population is f(t) with mean t* (average treatment effect)

Selection bias occurs when the selection into the exp is non-random but varies with

t

Subjects with t above t+ participate but not those with t below

Consequence: biased estimate E(t / t > t+) = tTT



6. Historical marks

• Game theory : Dresher & Flood (1952), Nash
(??), Schelling (1957)

• Industrial Organization : Chamberlin (1948)

• Lottery choice : Allais (1953)



Legacy of agronomy

• 19th century agronomists’ question: how are agricultural 

yields influenced by field conditions? 

• 1843: Sir J. Bennet Lawes, founded the agricultural 

research station Rothamsted Experimental Station, 

an agricultural research station (with a young chemist, J. 

Henry Gilbert)

• Test of fertilizers (inorganic and organic) and test of how 

different cereals affected yields

• 1919: Ronald Fisher was hired at Rothamsted Manor to 

bring modern statistical methods to the experimental data 

collected by Lawes and Gilbert. 

• Fisher realized weakness of the experimental approach at 

Rothamsted (lack of replications and control)

• Introduced the triad: replication, randomization and local 

control





7. Methodological issues

• Ceteris Paribus (all things equal) : experimental control

• Comparative vs absolute experiment

• Experimental methods
– Hot : observing actions

– Cold : « observing » strategies (strategy-method, Selten)

• Robustness / reproductibility

• Monetary incentives vs other incentives

• Artefact / natural selection argument



8. Some experimental findings about human 

behaviour

• Other-regarding preferences : Altruism,
equity, fairness, social norms

• Reciprocity and giving

• Incentives and crowding out

• Cooperation in social dilemma

• Trusting behaviour

• Errors and learning

• Emotions



Topics related to experiments

• Neuro-economics

• Behavioural economics



9. Steps towards designing your own experiment

1) Formulate a precise research question
Ex : does random auditing reduce tax evasion ? 

Possible design : 

- N subjects in a group. Each subject i receives a randomly 
selected income yit in period t, from a known distribution (iid)

- Task = declare her income y°it ≤ yit

- Income after tax is equal to yq
it = yit – qy°it (0< q< 1: taxation rate) 

- After declaration k < n agents are randomly chosen to be 
inspected : if y°it < yit agent i has to pay taxes on undeclared 
income + a fine F (F might be fixed or a function of undeclared 
income)

- Payoffs

- Non inspected subjects : yq
it = yit - q y°it

- Inspected subjects : yq
it = yit - q y°it – q(yit - y°it) - F

Outline
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2) Derive clear predictions
Ex : prediction from EU theory, Prospect-Theory (loss aversion), and other 

theories…

N.B. sometimes predictions are qualitative

3) Choose treatment variables
Which treatments should be included in the design ? How many treatments 

? How many categories in each treatment ? 

Possible treatments : audit probability (k), tax rate (q), fine (T), population 
size (n), income range (ymin and ymax), time (number of periods). 

Categories : ex : « high fine (Th) vs low fine (Tl) », or « high, medium, low »

4) Choose an experimental procedure
Partner/stranger : subjects stay in the same group or are rematched during 

the experiment

Hot/cold : you want to elicit strategies or observe decisions

Within/Across : the same subjects play the sequence Th
 Tl or the 

sequence Tl
 Th . Each subject group plays only one treatment.

5) Define the statistical methods that will be used to analyse the data
Income declaration  : does compliance increase with experience  ? With T, 

with k etc…

Panel-data regression, or comparing group averages using non-parametric 
tests, ..



Some advice….before you start !

• Conceive your experiment by providing precise answers for each 
step together. Eventually fold back to earlier steps if some answers 
are unclear or if the data analysis becomes to complex.

• Simulate your data analysis before running the experiment

• Run pilots to get some insights about the treatment effect you want 
to isolate

• Write simple, clear and concise instructions. They must be 
understandable by any randomly drawn individual from the general 
population (above 18, except if you want to run experiments with 
children). Test the understanding before running the experiment

• Always check understanding by adding a questionnaire

• Collect individual data at the end of the session (gender, age, study, 
etc…)
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